Our First 12 Months
We launched American Promise in 2016 with a bet on the American people. The goal:
Winning a Constitutional amendment to end the era of corruption, unequal
representation and unbalanced, concentrated power of money in our elections and
political system. American Promise empowers every citizen to take local, effective action
to drive national strategy. We bet that Americans know the stakes and are hungry to step
up for big, historic cross-partisan reform.

The response has been extraordinary. Thousands of Americans in every state are making
the 28th Amendment real. Here are a few highlights from our first year. And we’re just
getting started. Thank you for stepping up with us.
Jeff Clements, President, American Promise
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Advocacy Leadership
We provide

audience and inspiring action through
pieces like these:
Amendments: It’s What Americans Do!
Doris Kearns Goodwin
Americans Agree: We Need The 28th Amendment
Jim Leach (R-Iowa), Nina Turner
(D-Ohio), Jeff Clements
Citizens Uprising is Overdue
Martha Stone
Trump Should Follow
Clinton’s Lead On
Citizens United, Says GOP Congressman
Anna Douglas
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